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INTRODUCTION

From September 25th until December 21st of 2002 I was afforded

the

opportunity to study abroad at the University of Ljubljana in Ljubljana, Slovenia. Here
was an opportunity

to be immersed in another culture, observe their ideals,

aspirations and participate in their routines. The academic experience was a benefit
to my scholastic career witnessing different approaches to problem solving and how
the professors guided the students to innovative solutions.
This report is an attempt to capture the experience of the 4th year design
studio instructed by Dr. Davor Gazvoda and document and bring closure to the major
project undertaken. The studio concentrated entirely on one project for the semester,
the redesign/improvement of the Lipica Stud Farm in Lipica, Slovenia. The goal of the
undertaking was to illustrate possible plans of implementation for the rejuvenation of
an ailing, historical site. An associated challenge was the retaining of a 400 year old
tradition of horse breeding, and the maintenance of a landscape valuable to the
cultural identity of the country.

SITE

HISTORY

Lipica, Slovenia, is located in the South West portion
!.,,..,,, r\US1RIA

'"',H-.n,

of the country, near the Italian port of Trieste (Figure
2.1). Geologically, the area is composed of karst,
limestone

formations

with

sinkholes formed

by

CROATIA

subterranean erosion which collapses, generating a
Figure 2. l Location Map

very distinct landscape.

horses, wine and prsut, an air cured ham.

The region Is noted for Its

The 300 hectare project site was

purchased in 1580 by the Austrian archduke Charles, the son of the Emperor
Ferdinand, from the Archbishop of Trieste, for the purpose of establishing a stud farm.
With the property offering little water and

topography

unsuitable for such an

application due to numerous sinkholes, the archduke commissioned the land leveled
with terran, a red soil native of the region, and cisterns erected for a suitable water
supply. The periphery of the property was heavily planted with Pinus nigra, to protect
the

animals

from

the

harsh

Bora

wind

that

scours

the

landscape

(EuropeanVacationGuide). Continually referred as an oasis in the karst, the site itself is
shaded by large oak trees, allowing for green, lush grass in an area that receives little
summer rain.
The Lipizzaner horses bred on the site are a blend of the sturdy and
undemanding

local breed of the karst region and the fierier Andalusian breeds

descended from the Arabs (EuropeanVacationGuide).

Lipizzaners became the pride

of the Spanish Riding School of Vienna and obtained a reputation and following by
equestrians' world wide. The Stud Farm remained the property of the Court of Vienna
until 1918.
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CURRENT

SITE

CONDITIONS

The site, as it currently exists, has fallen into a state of mixed uses that could
have not been foreseen at the stud farms conception.

While breeding

is still

conducted on the site, other uses have been introduced over time, resulting in an
increasingly touristic focus, and leaving breeding a seemingly secondary activity.

HISTORIC MANOR COMPLEX

The historic heart of the site is the manor complex with its west facing, terraced
kitchen gardens, a restaurant, church, the stables for the six blood line horses, a
gallery, wedding chapel, office building, an antique store constructed entirely of
karst limestone.

More recent construction has produced employee housing at the

apex of the hill on which these buildings reside. All of the buildings listed above are
recorded in the historic register and can be view on Appendix F.
The manor, a premier building of the site, is currently housing employees
(Figure 3.1 ). Located at the north end of the original, formal entrance from the south
and attached

to a small museum and the stables of the blood line horses, this

structure clearly requires a more prestigious use (Figure 3.3). The terraced gardens,
visible from the circulation road and rear patio of the manor are in a deteriorating
state (Figure 3.2). These structures are protected under the historic register meaning
that they cannot be moved or torn down.

Figure 3.1 The Manor

Figure 3.2 Terraced Gardens

Figure 3.3 Blood-line Stales

The restaurant and church are positioned immediately east of the Manor
sharing a common design theme, Figures 3.4 and 3.5.

Along with these two

buildings, the stables and manor, a courtyard is created for moving and working with
the six primary stallions.

The

church and restaurant are in good
condition, but a tour inside was
not possible on our visit.

Both

facilities are listed on the historic

Figure 3.4 The Restaurant

Figure 3.5 The Church

register.
Immediately north of the restaurant, completing

the framework for the

courtyard is the gallery dedicated to Avgust Cernigoj, an Italian born artist who spent
his last five years in Lipica. He also taught in Ljubljana and Postojna, Slovenia (Avgust
Cernigoj). Some 1400 of his works are displayed here.
The wedding chapel attached, to employee housing, also lies east of the
gallery and restaurant.

Again, this building was placed on the site to create a

courtyard, with the back of the gallery creating the east
wall. Thiscourtyard, lying above the courtyard in front of
the manor due to landform, is connected by a large stair
case constructed of native stone.

The age of the

structure is unavailable but it is a more recent addition to
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Figure 3.6 Wedding Chapel

the site. The architectural style fails to blend seamlessly with other structures, but the
building is in good working condition and listed on the historic register (Figure 3.6).
Connected to the wedding chapel is the building that houses most of the staff
(Figure 3. 7). Thisstructure runs on an east west axis and is located on the crest of the
only hill found on site. Employee housing is inappropriate in this key part of the site,
and the mundane architecture is made worse by satellite dishes, drying laundry, and
parking on the north slope that Is visible from the road as well as the golf course. The
north slope is planted with only a handful of oaks so little screening is achieved.

The

employee housing shares service areas and parking with the back of the hotel, again
at the crest of the hill, visible from the north.

This must be redesigned as public

space.
Native stone forms the walls of
a small antique store to the east of
the church

(Figure 3.8).

It is a

genuine example of the karst
architectural style and shall not be
Figure 3.7 Employee Housing

Figure 3.8 Karst Antique Store

altered.
East of the church lies the office building.

It is a simple, relatively square

structure, resting on karst retaining walls facing south onto to the training grounds.
The style is congruent with the older and original buildings, but it's pink color calls
attention to it. Thisbuilding appears to be in use and is in fine condition.
The circulation connecting the above buildings does read legibly from the
ground, but it is inconsistent with any design theme found on site. It resembles more
of an "add-on" design process than one conceived idea. Functionally it performs its
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required task, but is lacking in clarity and form. Walks and roads are paved with
asphalt, contrasting with the natural site and historic building materials.

TOURIST
FACILITIES

While under communist rule, Yugoslavia built Casinos for the purpose of
generating revenue. Locals were not allowed to gamble, but tourists were: so casinos
were erected near border crossings. lipica, adjacent to the Italian port of Trieste, is
home to "The Casino lipica" (Figure 3.9). Boosting 5,900 square meters of gaming
floor, the casino houses 168 slots, American roulette, Blackjack, and Craps, among
other ventures and a bar. Businessis conducted in Italian and the currency is now
the Euro (CasinoChecker).
In 1999, the Hotel Maestoso, which is connected to The Casino lipica, (Figure
3.9) was partially renovated to allow for more comfort of its
guests. The hotel also includes a swimming pool, sauna,
terrace for sunbathers, a conference

venue, and a

restaurant. The hotel is names for one of the most famous
stallions to be bread at lipica.

Figure 3.9 Hotel Maestoso and Casino Lipica

The Casino lipica and Hotel Maestoso were constructed with an undeniable
70's style that fails to visually join with the larger matrix of buildings.
maintained and in good working order.
nothing serious is out of place.

Both are

Some basic maintenance is missing but

Each building has been given a rating by an

independent firm of "Maintained" or "Needs Renovation". A colored map is available
in Appendix D.

Parking for the Casino and Hotel is confusing and in some areas overdone
and not respectful of the pattern of the site. The entrance to the parking lot is also not
immediately clear upon arrival. Immediately in front of the main entrance, parking is
laid out on both a 45 and 90 degree pattern. This is confusing and could be easily
reconfigured. Across the street to the east is a larger expanse of parking designated
for tour buses and visitors touring the breeding and training facilities. There are no
trees planted In this parking lot to mask Its dominating scale, that stands In stark
contrast to the surrounding landscape.
North of the Hotel Maestoso and down slope is the athletic club. It's detached
location and lack of adjacent parking creates an inconvenience indicative of the
add-on

mentality of the site.

Its architectural style matches that of the Hotel

Maestoso. While the club activity is acceptable, its location and relationship to other
land uses must be re-examined as part of the planning process.
In 1989, a nine hole golf course,
(Figure 3.10) was laid out on the northern
section of the property by Donald Haradine,
a world renowned course designer.

The

year round, nine hole course runs 3208
meters and has a par of 3 7. It also hosts a

Figure 3.10 Golf Course Layout

driving range, and two practice greens (Slovenia Tourism). Adjacent to the course
are a cashier's office with a Pro - Shop, tennis courts, and a mini golf course. The
tennis courts and mini golf are in poor condition, the tennis courts so much so that
they are unplayable.

Their location is out of view of the sports facilities.

Parking is

informally arranged on an unpaved pull-off next to the driving range and across the
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street from the cashier's office.

Golfers must cross the rood to pay their greens fees

and must also change into their spikes at their car. No formal facility
exists for this purpose.
While programmatically

a golf course has little connection with a stud farm,

the visual pattern of rolling land forms with native, mature oaks, and turf is at least
compatible.

The estate management

is considering a nine hole expansion of the

golf course to enhance It attraction to the golf market.

The proposed expansion

would do little to harm the site, as it would unitize land that is not suitable for grazing
and could perpetuate the open savannah-like qualities of the landscape.

The

addition of another nine holes also provides the opportunity to readdress the original
course layout that could have a smaller footprint while providing the same challenge
of play.
The Hotel Klub was constructed in 1980 on the 400th
anniversary of the stud farm (Figure 3.11 ). Located adjacent to
existing historic buildings, the architecture

was intended to

mimic the unique style of Lipica's original stables.

The hotel

houses a restaurant, lounge and bar, in addition to guest rooms
Figure 3.11 The Hotel Klub

(Hotel Klub). The structure is recorded on the national historic
register alongside other facilities found on site, despite its recent age.
Currently the hotel is unoccupied

and falling into a state of neglect.

location on the west side of the site has limited visibility and accessibility.

Its
The

attempted architectural style has also missed its mark. Parking is insufficient and ill
placed.

Its current rating is three stars but a program change and fa<;ade redesign

could elevate the current use of the hotel.
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Nestled within the circulation paths of the south slope,
below the Hotel Maestoso, is a small beer garden and restroom
complex, known as the Summer Bar (Figure 3.12).

It is well

located, but its form and facade fail to reflect the architectural
Figure 3.12 The Summer Bar

style of Lipica.

EQUESTRIAN
ZONE

Admission to the horse center is paid at the main gates, in a small building
with a large overhanging roof (Figure 3.13). This structure is also recorded on the
historic register.

Resting

beside it are the souvenir
"pods": plastic, movable
modules

that

have

no

stylistic relationship to with
Figure 3.12 Ticket Booth

Figure 3.14 Souvenir "Pods"

any structure on the site
(Figure 3.14). They are also too small for visitors to enter and handle larger purchases.
As a whole, the land dedicated to the breeding and training of the Lipizzaner
horses functions well and is laid out as a congruent body with all buildings having a
northeast orientation. Most of the structures were constructed in the early years of the
operation, and reflect a harmonious style.
The equestrian portion of the site is separated from the public space by tall
fences and hedges.

There is a need for protection of the animals, but the limited

visibility, especially at the entrance, may reduce the desire for visitors to enter.

A

large expanse of red asphalt adjacent to the gates is a visual distraction. There is a
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need for either a design element placed here or a pavement pattern established to
break up the scale.
There are four separate sets of stables for horses kept at the stud farm. Stables
exist for the six blood line horses used for breeding, the mares and colts as well as the
horses in training and those used for tourist activities.
The stables for the mares and colts were constructed with classic architectural
style and have become the model for other buildings on the site (Figure 3.15). The
unique design allows the trainers to work the horses in a confined area. The forth wall
of the stable is formed by a small indoor riding arena.
Stables for the blood line
horses are very simple and not
representative
significance

of
(Figure

their
3.16).

Although the building forms the
terminus of the historical allees

Figure 3. 15 Stables for Mares and
Colts

Figure 3. 16 Bloodline Stables

entering the site, the stable, itself is architecturally indistinguishable structure from
many other buildings on the project site.
Other stables are located to the north of a hippodrome and adjacent to the
riding school. The stables located north of the hippodrome are in a state of disrepair
and are highly visible to walkers and spectators of events inside the outdoor arena.
Stables by the riding school are in much better condition and fit the architectural style
that is desired, even matching the yellow color of the restaurant and church. Small,
recessed windows and wooden doors contribute to the vernacular design character
of the site.

1?

There are indoor and outdoor riding areas for training and show. The largest
outdoor area is the hippodrome which is used for demonstrations and dressage
competitions (Figure 3.17). No dates are available, but construction photos date this
area within the past 40s years. Designed as a functional, outdoor riding and display
arena, it serves little comfort for the spectators. Concrete, bleacher style seating is
constructed into artificial berms.

One section of seating on the eastern side is

covered by a metal awning. Located by the Indoor arena, Is the riding school, again
a more contemporary addition (Figure 3.18).
Maintenance
buildings are located around
the area and are in poor
condition.
these

Consolidation of

structures

is

highly
Figure 3. 17 The Hippodrome

Figure 3.18 The Riding School

recommended.

NATURAL
SITECONDITIONS

Surrounding the central developed nucleus is a mix of open space land uses
that includes golf, grazing, meadows (Figure 3.19), and premature forest. These
delineated areas can be viewed a data sheet, in Appendix C. The historical and
cultural aspect of the landscape is very important to the cultural identity of the
region.

While representative of a landscape type indigenous to the country and

once common throughout the region, the open qualities have ceased to exist in
areas surrounding Upica due to encroachment of Pinus nigro forest (Figure 3.20).

Some areas inside the site boundary are beginning to see the effects of forest
encroachment as limited grazing has opened the door for this natural process.
Woody plant material inside the grounds is composed three varieties of oaks
scattered along the edges and throughout the pastures creating an Ook Savannah.
Black Beech and Ash are found at the edges of the property along with some Pinus
nigra.

Appendix B depicts

these areas

very

clearly

while also showing the vast
majority of property that is
devoted to pasture.

Figure 3. 19 Meadows

Figure 3.20 Forest Encroachment

Appendix C shows more clearly the designated areas around the site ranging
from Premature Forest at the edges, through the existing golf course and the two
varieties of meadows that are present in the project site.

VEHICULAR
CIRCULATION

There are two approaches to Lipica, one from the north by way of Sezena,
and one to the east that is easier to access from the highway. Both approaches can
be viewed

on the aerial

map in Appendix A.

The

east entrance approach will
guide visitors through more
of the karst landscape
Figure 3.21 The North Entrance

and the two towns of Kozina
and Divaca. All three towns have rail connection.
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Figure 3.22 The East Entrance

Both entrances have native stone pillars serving as gateways (Figures 3.21 and
3.22). Roads inside the property are lined with white, two rail fencing.

The north

entrance is used primarily by employees, locals and a school bus. Entering the site
by this access one will have the golf course to their right and pasture to their left. The
north entrance provides direct access to the casino and Hotel Maestoso. The golf
course and west circulation road are slightly cut off due to a road block disrupting
the four way Intersection.
The east entrance exposes the visitors to a more scenic overview of the
property, as the road sweeps around four large turns. The road is flanked by pasture
and lined with the white, two rail fencing that is typical of Lipica. This road intersects
with the north entry road and turns south toward the casino.
Both roads are narrow with sections being impinged the large oaks that carry
across the site. Many sections of fence are deteriorating or have fallen completely
into a state of disrepair, giving an immediate sense that Lipica needs assistance.
There is a historical entrance from the south that is no longer utilized because
of contemporary construction along the arterial at its entrance, (Appendix A). As a
result of evolving land use patterns on the property, this entrance has fallen out of
use.

Its formality is, however undeniable, and it should be restored to serve a

purposeful function.
Ultimately, vehicular circulation around the site is lacking clarity. There are few
signs to guide visitors and the indirect roads are confusing to first time guests. Access
to the golf course exemplifies the frustrations for the first time visitor. While clearly
visible upon entry, there is no apparent route leading to the desired destination.
A number of service roads cross the site, some which formerly served as
entrances. These roads, marked by decaying asphalt and run down fences, serve to

1'5

further confuse and already

complicated

circulation

system infrastructure, and

require careful consideration in the overall master plan.
particularly those of historic importance,
Others should be abandoned

Some of these routes,

can be utilized for tourist opportunities.

and obliterated to remove visual blight and restore

clarity.

PLANNING

&

DESIGN

PROPOSALS

The driving force of the master plan and site design is to create a site that
mimics the surrounding matrix of architectural styles while emitting an essence of age,
authority, and oneness that appears to have endured since conception.
objectives were to be accomplished

These

with minimal impact to both the established

tourism and breeding industries.

THEMANOR COMPLEX

The plan for Lipica begins with its architectural and historic core, the manor.
Thisis a building with incredible potential, but with many factors working against it. A
British consulting firm had previously proposed the conversion of the manor to a five
star hotel.

This proposal was rejected due to limitations imposed by the historic

register as well as the lack of vehicular circulation allowed around the site. The west
slope is terraced by gardens and the other buildings forming the courtyard cannot
be moved.

With the numerous groups that use the site for conferences, such as the
European Boy Scout Association, a suitable conference center should be established.
16

The size of the manor would allow for smaller, multiple conferences, or a single, large
event.
well.

Located between both hotels, the manor will accommodate

it's users very

The restaurant provides everything in close proximity for meals and breaks

during conferences.
The structure is typical of regional "Karst Architecture" of stucco with small
windows on each wall. Larger windows are proposed for meeting rooms on the west
side to allow for more natural light and better views. This can be accomplished
through careful architectural detailing without detracting from the smaller window
pattern of the vernacular style.

Exterior stucco walls need to be repaired and

cleansed. These surfaces are not to be painted to preserve the buildings integrity.
The attached

museum is to remain, but needs restoration similar to that

afforded the manor, to create a seamless transition and preserve the continuity of the
architecture.
Immediately south of the manor is a small, square plot of turf that terminates
the southern entrance allee in front of the stables for the bloodline horses. Sited
directly adjacent to the restaurant, a spice garden would provide functional yet
suitably attractive terminus to this entry sight line. A low retaining wall will bisect the
plot north and south, while a service walk will bisect it east and west. Each quarter will
contain two beds that can further be bisected as needed.

Local spices and other

ethnic greens are to be planted as desires dictate. The produce can be used either
by the restaurant or by employees.
The existing courtyard, created
unchanged.

by the manor and restaurant, is to stay

This courtyard has the primary responsibility of facilitating the six Blood-

line Lipizzaner studs. Crushed karst stone is to be used for the paving medium. The
gate at the courtyard entrance should be replaced with a more current edition of
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iron or steel, crafted in a local design. While all other fences on the site are white, this
gate is to be the same green that is used on the window frames of the manor.
The Terraced kitchen gardens west of the manor are to be reinstated as they
were originally conceived.

This is an excellent display of historic design with local

traditions. Walls are to be repaired with native stone and any vegetation growing on
them or in them is to be removed.

Each level is to be divided into multiple beds

running on an east-west axis with a service path running north and south at the
eastern edges of the beds. Taller or vertical crops are to be placed on lower levels
and crops are to be chosen by the employees, who will maintain and utilize the
harvest. The espalier on the lowest wall is also to be reestablished as well as the stairs
that come up from the road. A gate similar to that proposed for the courtyard of the
blood-line studs is to be placed at the base of the steps, under the limestone arch.
Moving west to the north end of the courtyard in front of the manor we return
to the stables of the stud horses.

The building is intact both historically and

structurally, but it is unsuccessful in conveying its importance to the site. Housed
inside are the direct descendants of the worlds most famous Lipizzaners. This
importance should be displayed outside. Previous consultants recommend a family
tree to show lineage. Other alternatives are brass plaques engraved with the names
of the six studs. Larger, heavier, oak doors are also proposed, which through their
mass and scale will convey the importance of the residents dwelling behind them.
While the wedding chapel will remain, its facade is to be altered to match
other styles found on the site. A design similar to the restaurant and church would
complement
unidentifiable.

the adjacent

buildings well, but will begin

to render buildings

Facades of karst would work well in this respect. As stated, authentic

buildings of the area have small recessed windows due to strong winds. While not
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allowing the desired light of a chapel, the karst style of the structure will generate
building that is both timeless and beautiful.
Avgust Cernigoj's gallery will be moved to replace the empty space vacated
by that part of the relocated employee housing that is not demolished. Thiswill give it
closer proximity to hotel and casino patrons, enticing them to visit as they stroll the
new courtyard.

The architectural style here is to work in concert with the wedding

chapel to continue the unity of the site through architecture using native stone from
the karst landscape.
Inside the existing courtyard on the west side of the chapel and gallery, a
more usable space has been created to unify the building context that supplies
shape to the courtyard.

A patio has been extended off the Wedding Chapel and

Gallery to provide accommodations

for gallery exhibits, small wedding receptions or

"set-up" areas for the staff for such functions. Other uses will include more intimate
spaces for guests to relax. Native, uncut karst stone is the desired paving medium in
the patio.
To the south of this extension, the Restaurant Patio
bounded on three sides by the restaurant will be rebuilt of
materials and

in a style corresponding

courtyard just described.

to the gallery

This area's program will include

afternoon seating for restaurant patrons.

Shade provided

from the building will aid in regulating the temperature,

Figure 4.1 Well Example

producing a popular space with guests during lunch hours and after dinner.

An

original well (Figure 4.1) is located in this area and will make an excellent contribution
to the feel of the space.
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The area between the two additions will be left open as it serves a route to the
karst stairs that lead to the lower courtyard bound by the manor and west faces of the
restaurant. Crushed native stone will surface the area. While somewhat messy the
stone is intended to help define the space, and attach it to the courtyard below.
To the south side of the building forming the south wall of the Restaurant Patio
is a smaller outdoor space raised by retaining walls to a height of one meter above
the ground plane. The space currently Is shaded by vines cllnglng to a rusted, metal
skeleton. The frame is to be replaced by a wooden trellis and shade to be provided
by grape vines trained up the new frame. The ground plane surface is to match that
of the Restaurant patio to the north. Clientele will find this intimate space pleasant in
the morning and afternoon under the dense shade of the vines.
The church and restaurant are to be left alone with the exception of minor
repairs. Although building ages were not determined by this author, the structures
reflect the primary architecture of the site and should not be altered.

The native

stone retaining walls of the west faces are also in good shape and only needed
repairs should be performed.
It is proposed that the restaurant add a wine bar featuring vintages native to
the area, such as the dark and exquisite Terran, found only in this region. Prsut,also
produced locally should accompany

the glass. This addition could generate an

entirely new user subgroup and persuade guests to spend more money during their
visit.
The building that was occupied by the gallery will accommodate
expansion and the wine bar.

restaurant

Its condition is similar to the adjacent restaurant and

only needs repairs to keep the structure in working condition.
only have needed repairs.

?O

Retaining walls are to

East of the restaurant lies the antique store constructed of native limestone.
The only modification is to remove the glass pane located where the south facing
door was once hinged and replace it with a glass door. Thiswill invite more users in
as they walk up the hill. The current entrance is located on the west side, across from
the restaurant.
Southeast of the church is the light pink office building.

Again, no severe

alterations are to occur, only required maintenance to the structure and retaining
walls. While the color fails to find a mate on site, it is distinctive and not overpowering
and can be left alone.

TOURIST
FACILITIES

Guests arriving at the renovated Hotel Maestoso and Casino Lipica will find an
altered footprint of the existing structure which will accommodate

other uses to be

explained. The excessively large and poorly designed parking lot has been removed
and restored to a native context. A drop off loop will provide immediate access to
the hotel and casino, while underground parking allows a more gentle hand on the
landscape and generates enhanced views from the east facing rooms. Please see
the final design, Appendix H.
The athletic club that once occupied land to the north of the complex will be
incorporated into the new footprint, allowing access from the parking garage and
hotel. Its north fa9ade is to be designed to provide excellent views of the golf course.
The hotel's current fa9ade also is to be altered to better fit the site. A style that
more is congruent with the original architecture of the manor is desirable. Although
typical karst architecture dictates the use of small windows to block the harsh Bora

?1

wind, newer technologies have reduced the need for this feature.

Due to the high

indoor use and newly generated views, large windows are a necessity to help bring
the landscape into the hotel and casino. As noted with the manor restoration, this
apparent

discrepancy

between old and new can be handles through skillful

architectural detailing in a referential style.
The rear of the hotel/casino has been modified in two respects.

Firstly, the

service area, which remains Intact, has a shortened access road that Is shlelded by
new vegetation.

Secondly, in place of the employee housing, is a large, designed

courtyard meant to tie the hotel together with the wedding chapel.

Thiswill create a

large viewing area from the top of the hill and give the visitors more usable space
outside the confines of the hotel and casino. The area will also facilitate weddings
along with vacationers relaxing in the afternoon or having a cup of coffee or wine
after dinner.
The Hotel Klub is to be reprogrammed as a two star hotel, with a target
clientele of younger vacationers, travelers and participants of the riding school. A
cafeteria style eating establishment is to replace the
existing restaurant for easier accommodation
guests.

of the

Insofar as is permissible with in guidelines

established by the historic register, the facade is to be
softened to more closely blend with the vernacular style.

Figure 4 _2 Horse Quarantine

Parking has been added where the horse quarantine buildings once existed on the
south side of the hotel (Figure 4.2). Low berms planted for visual screening are to
surround the parking lot. Two planted islands are also to be placed within parking lot
to shake and visually to blend it into the context. Access to the new lot will be made

through new pedestrian sidewalks from the hotel.

The original parking will be

demolished and returned revegetated.
Employee housing will be relocated across from the new parking lot of the
Hotel Klub. The original employee housing will be removed.

Two buildings are to run

at a northwest axis to match the existing building immediately to the east.

Both

buildings are to be dressed in local karst stone and built in typical karst style. On the
western edge of the new buildings, two retaining walls wlll create level areas for
clotheslines to be constructed.

This will supply the tenants a location to hang their

laundry where it will be out of view of visitors touring the site. Parking will be supplied
immediately off the circulation road to avoid karst depressions near by.
The golf course has been expanded to 18 holes and is to include its own Club
House and paved parking lot. The orlglnal nine holes have been redesigned, as part
of the overall 18 hole layout. The front nine will be constructed in the area directly
west of the original course, visible from the terraced gardens.
incorporates the area occupied

by the original 9 hole course.

The back nine
All existing karst

features were incorporated into the course retaining their integrity.
Renovating and extending the existing entrance into the golf course now
accommodates a paved parking lot to the west of the Club house.

The Club House

will contain a Pro-Shop, separate locker rooms for male and female players, and a
small bar for post round drinks or snacks. Carts will also be available to players at this
location.
Both the driving range and practice greens have been moved to facilitate the
new design.

Terminating the entrance road, the driving range is immediately

accessible from the parking lot or Club House. To the east lies the putting green, in
close proximity to the first tee and the Club House.
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EQUESTRIAN
ZONE

Below the renovated Hotel Maestoso rests the entrance area to the breeding
and training grounds.

Here, the souvenir pods have been replaced with a new

structure that will allow more buyer interaction as well as enhancing

the site.

Bathrooms are also to be installed in the style reflecting that of the existing ticket
booth.
The visually Imposing red, asphalt pad has been replaced with native stone
and tree planting that continues down from the hotel.
illustration In Appendix H.

Please see the mater plan

Trees are to be planted in a circular bed ringed by

benches for visitor relaxation and waiting.
Northeast of the entrance

on the site of the existing Summer Bar is a

reconstructed version of the original.

A new footprint Is to be poured, with cleaner

lines to imitate existing buildings. It's new skin is to be constructed of native stone and
it is to retain its original program.

This is meant to facilitate day users who do not

desire to enter the casino and have brought a bag lunch.
Areas devoted
untouched.

to the breeding

of the Lipizzaners have been relatively

The strong, recognizable

changes desired to be made.

axis has been left Intact with only minor

Stables for the mares and colts are only to be

repaired as necessary. This building is quintessential Lipica and needs to stand as a
testament to the karst landscape, the breed and the heritage of the site.
The stables to the south are to be rehabilitated as needed to bring their
condition up to the desired standards. While they are stables of minor stature, they
are very visible from the hippodrome and visitor walking paths. Their style is to match
that of the stables for the mares and colts.
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The hippodrome is to remain essentially intact, with minor changes.

While

grossly expensive to reconstruct the seating, management should make efforts to
comfort the guests with seating pads of sorts. The metal awing should be removed,
firstly because is it permanent, and secondly because it is fails to blend with the site.
A new awning is to be built using synthetic fabrics that can be pulled out when
necessary instead of being a permanent fixture. Being retractable will benefit the
mounting poles because of the Bora wind that assaults them.
To the east of the hippodrome and main stables are the indoor and outdoor
riding arenas.

The outdoor arenas are not to be altered except for needed

maintenance of fences and limestone walls. The indoor arenas, while efficient and
suitable, require exterior modifications to blend the structures into the surrounding
context. While too expensive to bulld a new stucco riding arena, the existing sheet
metal, contemporary

arena will benefit from color adjustments to match existing

buildings. such as the stables for the mares and colts, along with integrating other
architectural details native to the site. Large windows were a part of the original
construction and will remain to contribute to the allowance of natural light.
Nestled in the Pinus nigra is the riding school.

Unfortunately this school is a

beneficiary of the same architectural style as the Hotel Maestoso.

Facilities are

ample and well related to neighboring arenas and stables. Fa<;ade alteration for
visual integrity with other buildings on site, such as the stables for the mares and colts,
is desirable.

Large windows and skylights are recommended again to assist natural

illumination.
South of the large indoor arena, a new storage building will be erected to
compensate for other removed maintenance structures. Currently hay and manure is
stored here in sight of touring visitors (figure 4.3).

The existing building is to be

---------------------------------·-·

------·-

converted into to a maintenance building that will replace other structures that have
been removed.

A new hay and manure storage unit

will be constructed east of the primary building on an
axis that matches the new employee housing. Square
footage

will be no less than that of the existing

building, and final size to be determined based upon

Figure 4 .3 Hay & Manure storage

the total number of horses to be boarded.
South of the new construction will be the replacement of the retaining wall that
is used to store manure.

The current structure fronts the walking road, resulting in

undesirable views ands odors.

Placement will conceal the manure, which will be

further buffered by a tree plantings.
West of the Hippodrome, and across from the new employee housing is the
area designated for construction of a horse quarantine complex.

Two structures are

to be built aligned with the new employee housing. These buildings will be fashioned
after the stables for the mares and colts. A fenced in area is to be built to allow
circulation for the horses while they are confined to the quarantine area.
Surrounding lands are to be converted into a working, historical landscape.
Most unutilized lands are to be converted to pastures for the Lipizzaners. Their grazing
will naturally maintain the landscape and prevent forest encroachment.

The area

directly south of the hippodrome, highlighted in Appendix G is currently listed as a
"Meadow" and "Meadow with Trees" and is to be established as pasture.

West,

across the south entrance, land listed as "Pasture with Trees", is to be operate as
working pasture up to the depicted fence line. This can be viewed in Appendix G.
Oak saplings are to be planted as depicted in these areas.
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Premature forested areas in this area are to be preserved with pedestrian trails
established for guests. Trails are to be no more than 80 cm wide and are not to
penetrate into karst landforms. A long length of trail is to follow the new fence line so
that guests have a chance to view the Lipizzanersfrom the cover of the forest.

CIRCULATION

The final step in revising the master plan for Lipica is to define the circulation,
and create concise, logical routes between destination points. Both the north and
east entrances will remain.

Their intersection will be realigned into a four way

intersection providing clean access to golf and the Hotel Klub and Maestoso.
Signage can be established through a single element at the intersection.
The original parking has been removed and replaced

with the original

landscape pattern of Oak Savannah. As stated, parking has been relocated to an
underground parking facility below the Hotel Maestoso.

This will accommodate

patrons of the casino, hotel, athletic club, and those coming to visit the equestrian
facilities during off season. During heavier summer use, visitors will be asked to park
outside the gates of the east entrance and be brought into the site via carriages
pulled by Lipizzaners.
A tour bus drop-off has been added by the gates to the equestrian facilities.
Buses will be able to return to the entrance via an existing maintenance road.
parking has been accommodated

Bus

outside the gates of the East entrance.

Fences lining the roads will be repaired and maintained. The fences are also
to be extended outside both entrances to the intersections of the arterials that feed
the site. This will add to the sense of arrival and prolong the experience.
?7

Lipica will

be responsible for maintaining the extended fence and vegetation to a minimum of 2
meters beyond the fence boundary.
The existing southern entrance road is to be rehabilitated to its prior formal
state. This oak lined allee with crushed local stone for the paving medium will
accommodate

carriages and strolling tourists. A gate with a pedestrian walk through

will be constructed at the north end of the route, for the protection of horses which
are crossed over to other pastures.
From the equestrian center, the service road that heads directly to the east
entrance will be framed by an allee and crushed native stone will supply the surface
material. It is currently paved in deteriorating asphalt, (Figure 4.4). The gates are to
be reconstructed

and attached

to repaired white

fencing that parallels the road. This road's program Is
to facilitate

carriages, equipment,

and encourage

tourists to leisurely walk its length as it protrudes directly
into the pastures.

Figure 4.4 Service road

CONCLUSION

Lipica was a project of larger scale, with more program complexity and
deeper economic,

social, and historical considerations than any project I had

previously been involved in.

The problem was further complicated

by language

illiteracy, and an inability to regularly visit the site. Together these conditions created
an uncomfortable environment for making design decisions of tremendous impact. If
these limitations had not been present, arriving at the ultimate plan may have been

much easier. Yet It is often from adverse of challenging conditions that the best
solutions emerge.
As a project, Lipica illustrated the importance

of contextual design.

Although

reiterated over four years of education, this was a lesson never fully appreciated due
to a lack of significant examples or realization on my behalf.

Designing in the

vernacular is a method of preserving heritage, culture, and nature, while giving a
place a sense Identity within a larger context.

POSTSCRIPT:
PERSONAL

THE

STUDIO

OBSERVATIONS

STRUCTURE
ON

THE

AND
SLOVENIAN

EXPERIENCE

PROJECTBACKGROUND
During the fall semester of 2002, representatives of the Lipica Stud Farm
approached

Dr. Davor Gazvoda of the Landscape Architecture Department of the

University of Ljubljana, seeking plans for the restoration of their historic site and
reinstating it as a premier stud farm. As initially understood, outside entities seeking
Input from the department would either make a donation to the college or pay for
the subsequent services of the department, thus guiding the end result delivered to
the client.

The eventual lack of funding, however, allowed the project to become

open-ended, in that we could generate our own programs for the site.
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No formal problem statement for the project was produced nor was there an
established timeline. Deadlines would be set and rearranged as needed.

Projects

undertaken at the Landscape Architecture Department of the University of Ljubljana
can carry over to the next semester if students fail to finish or if the project expands
beyond its initial constraints. The project in here described was not completed by the
end of fall semester, and resident students carried it over to spring semester. Because
my exchange program ended prior to project completlon, the flnal stages of my
solution were completed Independently in Logan, and comprise the primary portion
of the preceding paper.
Beginning the project, our first act was a site visit of which we were given a
guided tour of the grounds and buildings by a local landscape architect.

The

morning tour consisted of visits to the stables, courtyards and the remainder of the site
that was accessible.

After a short break we were given a slide show inside the

wedding chapel, of the history and current conditions of the complex.

Slovene was

the primary language spoken during our tour and translations were relayed to me by
Dr. Gazvoda and other students.
Upon returning to Ljubljana we were asked to divide into four groups so that
. we could better supply a range solutions and alternatives to the Stud Farm. Design
emphases for the groups were determined by Dr. Gazvoda to point us in separate
directions. The initial responsibility of the groups was to generate the required data
sheets for the specific scope of the groups' work, such as current land use maps or
number of horses currently being stabled. After the information was gathered, and
maps compiled, the participants of each group were to begin the individual design
process, fabricating unique designs for the shared theme. Three weeks were spent
gathering and illustrating information.
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GROUP RESPONSIBILITIES

Group One was responsible for producing plans that were driven by the
horse breeding history of the site. Horses were to become primary while
the hotels,
casino, and golf, presently existing on the site became secondary,
to the point of
being removed. The only buildings that could not be removed were structu
res on the
historic register. (Thisholds true for all groups.) The entire property
surrounding the
existing buildings was to be evaluated for grazing purposes and the
total number of
horses that could be sustained on the property. An adult horse require
s one hectare
of grazing land while colts only require one half a hectare.
Group Two was responsible for providing plans that cater to the
tourism
Industry.

In this case, horses could become secondary and used as a tourist

attraction rather then as an element of cultural identity.

Equine numbers were

allowed to be reduced by relocating excessive numbers.

New buildings were

encouraged as well as new uses for existing structures, and the golf course
was to be
expanded

to l 8 holes.

Management

is seriously considering the expansion to

generate more play and establish Lipica as a destination.

The site, consisting of

typical karst topography was open to construction and regarding.
Group Three was given the role of preserving the cultural landscape
of the
area. Thiscould be accomplished in one of two ways: In the first scenar
io, the horses
and land could be preserved to work together, or as an alternative, horses
could be
reduced or removed entirely to preserve the site and its topography.

Thiswas true for

the golf course as well, restoring karst depressions which had been
filled during its
construction.

An issue related to this approach

preserving the open

landscape

is that the horses actually aid in

by grazing character

encroachment.
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and fending

off forest

Group Four had the challenge of designing the site with real intentions and
objectives. These were to be plans that could be implemented with minimal impact
to both the tourism and breeding industries. They were still bound by buildings listed
on the historic register, as well as the total number of horses required to meet
regulations written by the Spanish Riding School in Vienna. They were also required to
expand the golf course to 18 holes. The surrounding context was to be supportive of
decisions affecting the overall program.
All groups were presented with a program written the prior year by The Council
and Trade Partners UK, and the Management Board and Staff of Lipica (Appendix E).
This document, outlined site problems and solutions, but has not been implemented.
Our class was allowed to use the document as a spring board for ideas in drafting our
own programs.

The consultant's proposals were helpful, but from a landscape

architectural perspective, many were ill conceived or difficult to implement due to
historic preservation constraints.
I made the decision to enroll in Group Four. Due in part to a comment made
to me by a prior USUstudent, Nancy Montieth, who was on exchange in Slovenia two
years before my arrival. She said "Designing in Slovenia is like continuing a dialog,
whereas designing in the States we are stating the first word."

Nancy's statement

proved prophetic throughout the course of the project.
Work was divided as equally as possible, but language
involvement.

issues limited my

Only two other students in my group of six felt comfortable with their

English, so discussions constantly drifted back to Slovene, making it challenging for
me to contribute.
progressed.

This aspect became

increasingly frustrating as the semester

-------

-

Another obstacle was that maps from all groups as well as mine, were
generated In Slovene, making each difficult to use without a translator or a couple of
hours with a dictionary. Constant conversations with Dr. Gazvoda and close attention
to my translator during presentations aided in resolving this inconvenience somewhat.
We were supplied AutoCAD maps of the site, which included two with land use
classifications. Thesewere translated for me and are displayed in Appendixes B & C.
Most maps produced by our group were generated on home computers. The
department

owns only three computers,

capabllitles.

One computer runs only at 133 MHz. The professors themselves had

which

have

limited

programs and

contemporary equipment, but these were most likely privately purchased. The teams
used similar media, as well as mixed hand graphics and computer generated
material.
"Continuing the pattern" was the veil overhanging
reiterated daily by Dr. Gazvoda.

the four groups and

Whether it pertained to a golf course design,

building footprints or pasture planting design, the established pattern was our
template.

How we interpreted it was our design challenge.

This design approach

clearly reflected Nancy's earlier statement to me.

THESTUDIOEXPERIENCE

Class periods are conducted

in rooms approximately one half the square

footage of our LAEPundergraduate studios. The desks are simple steel frames with
wOoden surfaces that have been graffitied and carved upon by numerous classes
over the years. The chairs compliment the desks perfectly.

This room is both class

room and studio, but all students chose to work at home. It is impossible to produce

a consistent line due to the condition of the desks. Our studio met twice
a week; all
others were held only once.

With little space and each student sharing a desk,

critiques are conducted by the professor at the front of the room, with
the rest of the
class hovering over your shoulders.
Dr. Gazvoda will typically conduct class in his "slippers", (everyone wears
these
two dollar house slippers at home) and his brown clay coffee cup from
Beijing. He is
usually dressed In monochromatic
combinations

of gray.

attire, a blue shirt with blue pants or similar

Class was conducted

In Slovene, and information was

translated for me by students with occasional

direct instruction in English by Dr.

Gazvoda.
I cannot

account

for each

professor's approach

to critiquing,

Gazvoda's style was one that I had not previously encountered.

but Dr.

Something blatantly

misplaced, or misunderstood was handed an immediate response, but
if the design
thoroughly represented the solution, a critique became a defense.
Doc. Gazvoda's
technique, designed to make us support our decisions and possibly
locate our own
mistakes was initially confusing, but became clear after one critique.
Over the course
of the discussions he would simply ask "What is this?" and "Why did you
do that?" If
the answer lacked backbone

he would persist until the student realized his/her

mistake or Dr. Gazvoda was persuaded to agree through supporting
information. At
times he would disagree with the initial answer until similar materia
l was furnished.
Many times I found Doc. Gazvoda doing this to see if we understood
our decisions.
Succinctly put, he was preparing us for future juries in the profession.
My timeline was compressed due the fact that spring semester at

usu

begins while the University of Ljubljana, was winding down their fall
semester. Dr.
Gazvoda and I arranged

dates for private critiques so I could complete
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the

assignment before my departure.

Meeting the deadlines was not difficult, but there

was the added challenge of working around Dr. Gazvoda's schedule at the time.
A
prior project in Beijing required him to be absent the second to last week
of my
exchange.

BENEFITS
OF THEEXCHANGE

The exchange to the University of Ljubljana was one of the more impacting
experiences that I have had In my academic

career.

While a great deal was

learned from the studio experience, more was learned on the street and in weeken
d
tours to other cities. Seeing the simplicity of design in every item from an oven
to
traffic circulation has forced me to question our contemporary American design
approach, not just in the landscape, but in everything we built.
My exchange has showed me that while the landscape is only one tool in the
holistic design process, it is one of the fundamentals.

This has been taught to me at

Utah State for four years, but it was only clearly understood once the experien
ce
became real by living there.

1.'i
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The Lipica Estate
These notes were assembled following the workshop and discussion groups held
on 2nd- 3rd October 2001.
They are offered to the management of the estate to help them in their planning.
Jonathan Griffin

The problem

..

l'IU

•
•
•

.
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No profit
No new money
Long-term dreams are preventing short-term action

Management issues
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No clear vision - lack of shared vision within management
No clear objective
No real cost plan or management information system
No clear management structure
People are competing not co-operating
Lack of commercial reality
Little understanding of what competition is about
Little thinking 'outside the box'
Too much paper and not enough action
Too many dreams and not enough action
No performance measures or performance culture

In practice

-

....
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•

•

o Infrastructure, staff, services, food, ambience
Not customer-centred
o Little understanding of who the visitors are
o Why they come, what they want, how satisfied they are
Muddled - Lipica is not clearly defined as a product

Suggested objective
The Lipica estate was designed with the primary purpose of breeding and caring
for Lipizzaner horses.

The objectives for the estate are:
•

The long-term breeding and care of Lipizzaner horses as a worldwide
asset. This should be supported by the state
The estate should remain as a single entity and its cultural heritage should
be preserved. The basic maintenance of this should be supported by the
state

•

Other activities:
•

Visitors should be encouraged to see the work of breeding and caring for
the horses. Visitor activities within the stud farm should be self-funding.
Any profits should go to the estate
There may be other activities outside the stud farm provided they do not
conflict with the main purpose. These should, in total, be net contributors
to the estate

•

Neither of these last activities should interfere with the primary work of the estate.

Suggested vision
n, tr
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•

Is a unique statement about Slovenia, helps to define the country and
attracts foreign visitors to the country
Has relevance today and in the future
Is the most accessible and best presented Lipizzaner stud farm in the
world
Is supported by relevant tourism activities
Is economically sustainable

•
•
•
•

We wish to be seen as the home of the Lipizzaner horses and as:
•
•
•

The foremost Lipizzaner stud in the world by experts in the horse world
A lively, successful and enjoyable tourist venue by the public
A country resort from which tourists can explore the surrounding area

Our customers
...
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Horse lovers
People interested in riding and participating in country sports
Day tourists interested in seeing the stud farm
Staying tourists who may wish to explore the Karst or wider area, or to
experience the country estate from Slovenia and from other countries

In short - the Lipica strategy
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.... Passionate about horses
.... Passionate about horses
.... Passionate about horses
.... Passionate about horses

Looking ten years ahead
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A maintained and interpreted historic landscape
An efficient and effective stud farm breeding and caring for Lipizzaner
horses
A lively visitor attraction showing, interpreting Lipizanners and encouraging
members of the public to experience first hand the enjoyment of riding
horses and riding in carriages
A sports academy dedicated to teaching both horse riding and horse
management, as well as associated sports skills such as landscape and
golf course management
A network of associated sports activities including golf, a
swimming/wellness complex, cycling and other country pursuits
Accommodation to meet the needs of the visitors: a 5* hotel for highspending staying tourists, a 3* hotel providing family accommodation, a 2*
hotel providing accommodation to support the sports academy
Evening activities for visitors

Mission
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Staff training and motivation courses
An interpretation centre with mini-cinema
Expanding and improving the visitor experience of the horses: increasing
the number of shows, carriage rides and riding horses
The creation of a high quality 5* hotel in the castle
Developing a sports academy in the Klub hotel
Renewing the existing accommodation, raising its quality significantly
Removing staff accommodation and offices from historic core of estate,

converting these into small luxury hotel and perhaps apartments
Developing a health care or wellness centre
Creating quality souvenir shops and restaurants for visitors
Expanding the golf course to 18 holes
Re-ordering the estate to make it coherent and more customer-friendly

•
•
•
•

Existing activities
.
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both produce much-needed income. They should be retained:
•

Either until activities delivering an equivalent level of income can be
developed
Or, if their product can be amended to be more suitable to the desired
model and in keeping with then needs of the desired visitors

•

Marketing
.
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An additional travelling show team should be developed
There should be a target of achieving a Lipizzaner competing in the
Olympics
Links should be developed with:
o Other Lipizzaner studs and owners to develop a network which will
boost the Lipizzaner brand
o Other horse-breeding and display arenas in Slovenia
o Other attractions in the local Karst region and in Slovenia
o Tour operators and tourist agencies
A review should be carried out leading to a proper comprehensive
marketing and promotional plan

•

•

Short-term - actions
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budgets and many of which would have practical benefits within six months would
be:
•
•
•

•
•

Cleaning up the public areas of the estate: cutting grass, installing rubbish
bins (and developing a schedule for emptying them)
Re-organising signing to show what is where, what is on offer and when
shows take place
Developing management regimes to showcase the horses as the heart of
Lipica eg ensuring that horses are always well displayed near to the main,
the 'inner' and 'green gate' entrances
Re-organising and regulating other companies' promotional material
Developing management regimes to receive and cater for coach parties
better (re-organising tour routes to provide lunches in the Hotel Klub?)

Short-term - management changes
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•

Change the Strategy Board: less than half of which should be state
appointees, commercial partners and independents should be included
Change the management structure and appoint the Director to the
Strategy Board
Give the Director a set of clear objectives and allow him to manage without
interference from the Strategy Board or others
Develop a Funding Agreement with the state
Develop an Executive Board chaired by the Director to consist of
representatives of all the activities operating on the estate, both public and
private sector funded
Appoint a Stud Farm Visitors Manager to develop activities
Develop a programme of regular staff meetings to encourage commitment
and motivation
Train and motivate staff, providing staff branding to improve visitor
welcome and management

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Short-term - other ideas
•
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marketing managers, the Slovene Tourist Board to exchange experience,
plan activities and to exchange promotional materials
Negotiate different tour times with coach operators to encourage longer
stay times at Lipica and to encourage tourists to have lunch at Lipica
Use available accommodation - eg present staff restaurant, wedding hall,
Cernegoj gallery - throughout the resort for academy meeting rooms

•
•

All these should be possible within the next six months - before the beginning of
the 2002 season

Planning - strategy
.
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months. These projects should each have an identified project manager and a
timetable for their completion:
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a strategy
Develop a business plan
Create a management information system
Develop a sales and marketing plan targeted at both domestic and
overseas
Initiate feasibility and development studies for:
o 5* hotel and replacement of staff apartments
o Sporting academy in the Klub
o Wellness centre based on the swimming pool area
o Public-Private Partnerships to support developments

Planning - estate
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Producing an estate plan to cover opening up the estate, removing
unnecessary fences

•

Planning for development or re-location of some activities: Cernegoj
gallery to move from courtyard, museum to be opened
Plan visitor routes, new information provision including possible move of
the pay-perimeter to the inner entrance, development of a visitor centre,
provision of interpretation
Develop quality shops, sourcing a wide range of merchandise relevant to
the estate and the surrounding region
Producing a plan for the management of cars and coaches
Develop a full scheme for signing

•

•
•
•

Planning - staff

managers
Developing staff training programme
Developing performance indicators and a performance culture

•
•

Other ideas
•
•
•
•

Chanae the law about Lioica
Develop an 'Adopt a Lipizzaner' scheme
Develop a 'Friends of Lipizzaners' scheme
Invite major horse lovers such as Queen Elizabeth II to visit to raise the
profile
Develop cheap deals and off season events for locals
Off season activities - month of Lipizzaner horses
Celebrate local specialist foods and the beginning and end of the local
wine crop

•
•
•

Finally ...

Start to change things now ...
!"'reserve me nemage ...
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Be the best ... but ... do not let the
best be the enemy of the good ...

The team

Led by:
•
•
•
•

Jonathan Griffin - marketing
Richard Matson - horses
John Sell - heritage
Pierre Vacher - strategy

Courtesy of:
•
•

The British Council and Trade Partners UK
The Management Board and staff of Lipica
Back to the other presentations
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Through a visitor's eyes
A walk through the estate
Jonathan Griffin
Arrival

•

•

•

The horses are closest to the public at the bottom of the car park. This is
surely neither healthy for the horses nor safe for the visitors. It also does
not respect the horses.
Visitors should be 'greeted' by white horses when they arrive on the estate;
both near the main entrance and near the inner entrance. Horses are what
visitors have come to see
It is possible to design unobtrusive barriers to keep the horses close to the
entrances without causing them stress.

Stud farm entrance

•

The entrance to the stud farm is very unwelcoming. High green gates
suggest 'We do not want you to come in here'.

•
•
•

The small white kiosk blocks the view of the stud farm
No white horses are visible inside the stud farm to encourage people to
pay to enter
Some of the grass around the entrance is of poor quality and badly
maintained

Souvenirs

•

•

People will not buy t-shirts and larger items without the opportunity to
handle them first. A kiosk such as this is only useful for very small items and will produce very low levels of spend per visitor
Only one window is open and that is on the right which is surely the wrong
choice as it is further from visitors

First impressions

These are the first impressions inside the stud farm
•

•
•

The exterior of the stables and the hedge appear well maintained
The white sign on the fence - the first that the customer sees when they
enter the stud farm - tells them what they cannot do
There is a large expanse of rather unpleasant road surface
But where are the horses?

Attention to detail
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carriages advertises:

IPICA

580

Staff Branding
•
•

There is good branding for the estate
uoes a white t-sh1rt with a logo
portray the right professional image
fnr thP. !':t~ff?

Historic core of the estate

This picture shows the historic core of the estate. Look for:
•
•
•
•
•

The castle on the left and the historic stables at the back of the courtyard
The avenue running to the gateway from the bottom left corner
The site of the breeding stables in the right foreground
The chapel on the right
Today the Klub stands on the left of the avenue

The Klub

The building is protected as a historic monument but:
•
•
•
•

Cars

The rooms are too small, of very poor quality and badly maintained
The internal sound-proofing is bad
The building dominates an important part of the estate
There is insufficient conference and car parking space

•

Cars are a major problem on the
estate
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from the castle towards Italy
Today the view is ruined by parked
cars. Some new trees need to be
planted to re-state the top end of the

•

The avenue could be re-surfaced in
gravel and could be the main car
emn::tm;e
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The Castle

•

•

•
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into offices for the estate. This would be a tragedy
Plans are not available for the building but it could possibly become a
small high quality 5* hotel.The rooms must have lovely views over the
trees to the distant hills
This terraced and walled garden is presently used as a staff vegetable
garden. It could become a smart entrance to the hotel

The Chapel

•

The chapel is a charming building
which is well presented
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The historic courtyard

•

•
•
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been repaired although there are signs of over-restoration
The museum will be on the left. An under-visited gallery is on the right. The
gateway has none of the grandeur of its past
The area could be restored as a prestige environment outside a new hotel.
Present proposals will make it little more than a staff work area

The historic stables

•
•
•

The historic stables have little atmosphere and no interpretation
If these are the most important horses in the stud farm then it is not
apparent from this display
Interpretation could include a family tree and an indication of the family
lines. These horses should be the heroes of the estate

The exit
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the historic courtyard should be up
some elegant but rough steps
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Staff Accomodation and repair

How will disabled or old people
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ramp and no handrail
Is this the best exit from the
stud farm? Visitors might wish
to leave by the same gate they
in

Is it right to leave from the core
of the historic area? Is this not
i::I Ull :::;uuut:m
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the historic courtyard?

•

•
•
•

Having badly repaired staff accommodation in the middle of the estate outside the wedding hall - causes problems. Washing is hanging by the
cars
Parked cars and un-repaired buildings cannot be a good sight for a newly
married couple who want to have photographs taken
This will also be the sight seen by visitors when they leave the historic core
Around the corner there is a wonderful landscape view which would act as
a backdrop for photographs but the foreground is full of rubbish and unrepaired ground

Shopping

•
•

•

This building has been well restored
If the visitor route through the stud farm is changed then the left hand
picture will be the first view visitors get as they leave the historic core of
the estate
This historic building would make an ideal gift shop although the entrance
is round the wrong side of the building (right hand view)

The casino
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parking spaces
During the day a visitor sees a large closed building between the stud farm
and the only large restaurant. This must give a negative impression
During the night the casino comes alive

More cars

•
•
•

The view from the restaurant is not a beautiful one of a historic parkland, a
green estate and horses
Cars should be moved from around the Maestoso
The sign on the hotel is out of date

The Maestoso complex

ThA M::iA!':tn!':n h11ilrlinn rlnmin::itA!': thA vi!':itnr'!': Antr::inr.A tn thA !':h 1rl farm

•

•

It would be possible to tum the face of the building around so that the hotel
and casino entrance (the non-horse, non-day-visitor activities) faced the
open land and golf course at the back, leaving the restaurant facing the
day-visitors. This would separate the groups of visitors and yet both could
use the complex
Such a change would require careful thought about the management of
cars

Th health area

•
•
•

The golf course offices are situated under the sun terrace alongside the
swimming pool
This area might be re-developed and become a centre of all the non-horse
activities
If the face of the building were to be turned around then this would be a
major hub in the non-horse area

The most important residents

Back to the other presentations
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Passionateabout Horses
The Lipizzaner and Lipica, Richard Matson

Lipica
•
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Lipica is the crown jewel of Slovenia
You have 'an opportunity'
The aim must be to:
o Breed and display the horses
o Have people from other countries visit Slovenia
o Have people spend money

'
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Visitors
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The casino brings in real money
BUT do you want to be known for your casino or your horses?

There is a need for visitors who:
•
•
•

Stay several nights in the country
Visit many places - caves, churches, castles, racecourse ...
Spend money (and you need to persuade them to do this)

What do people want?

They will come and see the Lipizzaner and Lipica:
•
•
•

If they are 'horse' people
If they are quality tourists
If they are families

Horse activities
11 lt::y
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To see and touch the horses
To see a performance - but they are limited to only 3 days a week.What
about another two?
To ride - where to?
To be driven in a carriage - to Skocjan?
To go racing
To visit your museum - but where is it?

•
•
•
•

Quality tourists
Ow=ilitvto1irists rAmiirA aoorl mi::ilitv far.ilitiP.s:
•
•
•
•
•

Good hotel - the Castle?
Good food
Cleanliness
Perfection in old buildings
Service - to be made welcome

Families
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Golf - 18 holes
Swimming
Health spa
Cycling - perhaps with bikes on the backs of cars to assist them
Walks
Evening activities - disco, casino (without children)

Some suggestions
. ..

. .
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•

Improve the entrance
Brand the employees
Achieve team work
Put breeding stallions in stables for breeding herd
Cut down the barriers
Restore and maintain the buildings

More suggestions
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Take trips riding into the hills
Drive to the caves
Link with farm tourism
Develop the hippodrome
Develop a museum
Create a gift shop
Develop the Castle

Some thoughts on your horses
•

•

•

•
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o History, type, temperament, flexibility
Additional land is not needed - you can obtain it in other ways:
o Buying in feed instead of producing it
o Pasturing horses elsewhere
Just because there is a history does not mean you cannot modernise:
o Freeze your rare blood lines
o All Artificial Insemination
Link bloodlines with other Lipizzaner studs

More thoughts on your horses
•
•
•

Outside liveries are fine but oeoole want to see Lioizzaners
Compete further afield - there are public relations benefits
Demonstrate further afield

The horses look very well. The recovery from bad times is a testimony to you
ability and hard work. Don't throw it away. Keep developing.

The Lipica strategy
....
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.... Passionate about horses
.... Passionate about horses
.... Passionate about horses
.... Passionate about horses
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Strategy Planning- Lipica Case Study
Pierre Vacher

The definition of a resort
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Normally it is the Board of Directors who set the Vision
Let us consider ourselves to be - the Board of Directors
Before can set the Vision we have to review:
o What we are providing, and what we would like to provide
o How we are perceived and how we would like to be perceived
o Why are we here, the reason for our existence
o For whom, who is our clientele?

What, how and why
!Future

!Present

What we would like to be

Wh::it WA ::irA nrnvirlinn

•
•
•

A 3-4 star hotel with facilities
stuct
A tract1t1ona1
A 9 hole Golf Course
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Average quality
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Foreigners are confused. Is it in
Vienna or Andalucia?

Why we are here

•

•

An Equestrian Resort
/\ ... ,,...,.. ,,.. ,..,~~~
- - .. -··- ------ ----An Academy for Riding and
Golf
c-- ♦ 1 ,,..

How we would like to be perceived

How we are perceived

•

•.

Becauseithappenedthatway

•.

High quality at all levels

•
•

Internationally recognised
The pride of Slovenia
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The reason for our existence

•

Because we are "passionate
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For the General Public

···-·

For the lovers of horses
For the cognoscenti

The Vision
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•
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The Vision is where we want to be if we had a magic wand
But before we can set the Vision we need to review our SWOT
o Strengthso Weaknesses
o Opportunities
o Threats

S.W.O.T. - an example
Strengths

Weaknesses
,•.
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•
•
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Location
Heritaqe/historv
Alternatives -golf -casino
Smiles and friendly attitude

•
•
•
•
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Strong established competition
Awareness, imaqe - PR
Being Market Driven
Management skills &Training
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Opportunities
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Make it world class
USP - Equestrian Academy ·
Development of Hotels -Golf Conference Centre-Tennis

•
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Solit ownershio/manaoement
Lack of internationally
recognised budget control
.................
_.. ....

•

.......

Insufficient land to protect
domain
Security

The definition of the resort
•

•
•

•
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competition:
o Is it Slovene
o Is it Global
To know the competition is to be market driven
The competition defines what you are, and how you stand up to them
o
Guests have a choice; they can either come to Lipica or go
somewhere else
If we don't know who our competitors are we must ask yourselves: "Are we
in the right business "

Some competitive suggestions
0
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Gleneagles - Scotland

All are different
All offer something special
All are successful

The Price Quality Survey
•

•
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admiring
It needs to be analytical, factual and highlight the deficiencies
o From the moment of making the booking
o To the arrival at the destination
o Each aspect of the unique experience
o Paying the bill with satisfaction
o Having the desire (or not) to return
o It has to be quantified

The Vision - Suggestion
•
•
•
•

•

By the end of 2005 we want to convert Lipica into the most sought after
equestrian, golf and tennis academy resort in Europe.
The resort will be based on excellence, quality and being market driven.
We will provide good returns on our investment
We will attract the world's lovers of horses at all levels
o The aspiring student
o The young families
o The rich and famous
We will be passionate about horses

To achieve the Vision
•

•

From a world famous centre for horses to the creation of an all year round
total experience centre for sporting excellence
o A world class equestrian academy
o A golf and tennis academy
o A conference centre
One company whose philosophy is based on:
o Recruiting and retaining only the most personable and committed
staff
o Being financially literate and IT driven at all levels
o An executive management team that leads by example
o The quality of budgeting and financial control
We will measure the implementation and success of our mission by
continuously visiting the competition to provide the measurement for our
achievements in standards and quality

The way forward - The Business Plan
•

, ne ooara - 1ne v1s1on

•

The executive management team delivers the mission - its functions and

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

attributes
The communication schedule -daily - weekly - monthly - yearly
Sales and marketing worldwide positioning
The development plan o Sales and marketing planning
Training plan
Capital expenditure and investment considerations
The budget
Financing requirements, cashflow
The financial return on investment

The Lipica strategy
....
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.... Passionate about horses
.... Passionate about horses
.... Passionate about horses
.... Passionate about horses
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